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Rolf Gustavsson, SKK FREE (Freestyle Committee of the Swedish Kennel Club)

General rules:
- Freestyle and Heelwork to Music is divided into three classes: I, II 

and III 

- If a dog gets an average score of at least 7,5 points in EACH of the 
three categories, the dog is qualified to move to a more advanced 
class. In the Advanced freestyle class a qualifying score is called a 
certificate.

- Three qualifying results will give the dog a diploma in the class.

- When a dog has received a qualifying result, the handler may, at 
any given time, choose to move to the more difficult class. Once 
you have moved up a class, you cannot move back to an easier 
class.

- A dog that has foreign merits from official competitions qualifying it 
for a higher class in another country is also allowed to compete in 
the higher class in Sweden.

- After 3 certificates the dog is qualified as a Swedish Champion (if 
the dog is champion in another of the Nordic countries, one 
certificate is enough). 

- In freestyle, at least 75% of the program must be freestyle . 

- In HTM, at least 75% of the program must be HTM. 

- In HTM the dog must be within 2 metres of the handler. 

- The dog may wear a collar, coat or similar things. What the dog is 
wearing can not be inappropriate (humiliating or disgraceful for the 
dog): if the judges think it is, heavy point deductions or 
disqualification can result. 



- The handler are allowed to have treats or a toy on herself hidden 
out of sight for the dog and the judges. The team needs to get out 
of the ring before rewarding with treats or a toy.

Judges
2-4 Judges per class, most often 2 judges are used. Today sweden has 
35 38 authorized judges.

The judge should not have to judge more than 5 hours on a day.

To keep the authorization the judge needs to be active or at least 
participate actively in the judges conferences.

To be a judge the following steps has to be fulfilled:

- A participant must have some experience in training and competing 
in freestyle or another dog sport. They must also be recommended 
by a local club, other judges or competitors.

- The participant need to take the tests to become a competition 
manager , this can be done by email. 

- The participants needs to take a test before going to the judges 
education.

- One weekend of judges education containg

o general information, general rules for competitions, doping, 
unacceptable behavior and such things

o judging criteria for the different  categories

o judging freestyle, criteria for different classes, judging videos

o judging heelwork to music, criteria for different classes, 
judging videos

- The students need to judge videos at home, sending in points and 
motivations

- A student judging of a competition with all classes has to be done.

- A final test as an “aspiring judge” is done at a competition with all 
classes. 



Freestyle and HtM is judged in three categories:
A score from 0.0 to 10.0 points are given in each category.

Performance (0.0 to 10.0 points)

- Co-operation between dog and handler

- Execution of program 

- Signals 

- Focus on the dog 

- Overall impression 

Planning and Quality(0.0 to 10.0 points) 

technical quality of the routine, planning and choreography of the routine 
and how well it suites to the team (this category will be renamed to 
Contents from 2014)

- Quality of freestyle moves (not in HtM) 

- Quality of HtM-positions (not in freestyle)

-  Number of moves or HtM-positions – A larger number of 
moves/positions does not automatically render a higher score, the 
number of moves/positions should be chosen by the handler so 
that the routine is neither boring nor incoherent.

- Choreography – the choreography should be such that moves 
and/or positions are changed in a fluent manner. The program 
should be adapted to fit the dog and the dog’s way to move. The 
routine should be varied so that it is interesting to watch.

- Using the ring



Musical Interpretation (0.0 to 10.0 points)

if the routine fits with the music and the team.

- Musical interpretation – the program should be adapted to the 
music. In general: calm/emotional routines are to be performed to 
calm music and enthusiastic/forceful routines to be performed to 
music with a higher pace. If the program is built around a story or 
theme, the interpretation should easily be understood by the judges 
and the audience.

- Choreography suited to the music – the moves and/or positions 
should be adapted to the music, its pace and content. The routine 
should be designed to be interesting to watch.

- Choice of music suited to the dog – the choice of music should be 
suitable to the dogs pace, motion pattern and charisma.

- Other factors regarding musical interpretations or artistic  
expression may also affect the scoring of this category.



Disqualification

Reasons to disqualify a team (this goes for the entire competition area):

- The handler behaves badly towards the judge, another official or  
another contestant.

- The handler treats the dog in a harsh, compelling or unkind way

- The dog exhibits unacceptable behaviour by being aggressive,  
lunging or in other ways threatening towards people or dogs. Such  
a dog is disqualified from competing and will be reported to the  
SKK. The dog can be ordered to leave the competition area.

Reasons to disqualify a team (in the ring):

- Dog is not under the handlers control

- Dog or handler enters the ring without permission

- Dog pees or poos in the ring

- A third party helps the dog or handler

- The dog leaves the ring before the routine is ended

- Rules are broken

- Prop is only used as a reward

- Judges can see the toy or treat during the routine

- Dog is rewarded in the ring with a treat or a toy after the routine 

- Dog is wearing something degrading or humiliating

Other reasons to disqualify:

- The dog’s participation is a violation to the SKK doping rules

- A dog competing under faulty entry information will have its result  
cancelled.



Non-disqualifying faults

In these cases the dog is not disqualified but points will be deducted:

- A dog can make noises without loosing points. However, if a dog  
barks through most or all of the routine and the barking spoils the  
viewer’s experience of the routine up to 2.0 points can be deducted  
in the category Performance.

- Moves which are considered unsound or a danger to the dog

- The handler forcefully keeps the dog in a position

- The handler pushes/pokes/touches the dog with the intention of  
correcting the dog, getting it to move in the right direction or turn its  
attention towards the handler.



Swedish naming of HTM positions

The judge should use these names when referring to specific positions in 
their comments.



Keeping consistency in big classes?
Judges are either keeping a copy of the protocols for comparison 
throughout the class or they fill out a sheet keeping track of the points 
given to previous dogs.
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